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Section I - What’s Happening SOON: 

October 15th, 2022, 1:00 pm CT 

David John Oates presents “Reverse Speech ” 

David John Oates presents “Reverse Speech”  

Click HERE to Reserve your spot! 
 

FREE USPA Masterclass # 34: 

 

Reverse Speech 

David Oates discovered 

the phenomenon of reverse 

speech (RS). This is the theory 

that regular speech contains 

hidden messages that can only 

be heard when it is played 

backwards. It is believed that 

unconscious thoughts, 

memories, and experiences are 

embedded in our spoken 

language, and we can reveal 

these by recording speech and 

playing it in reverse (Oates, 

1991).  

 

David John Oates  

David John Oats was born in rural Australia on October 30th 1955, the 

first son of a young Methodist minister. It was while running a halfway 

house for street kids in 1984 that he first heard about backward messages in 

rock and roll, and a new hobby was born – playing tapes backwards. He 

rapidly became obsessed with this new hobby and by 1987 he had 

developed his theory of Reverse Speech. 

In his career of over 40 years, he has developed new theories, and 

designed therapeutic and training techniques. He has published several 

books on Reverse Speech and has lectured around the world to crowds of 

thousands, and trained hundreds of students.  

More about this Masterclass in Section III 

Section II - Sponsors’ Spot 

 

 

The well is Empty! 

We have no sponsors for this 

month!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please consider being 

a USPA Masterclass sponsor. 

Click Here  for prices and 

perks. 

Click Scott Beutlich To Sign 

up! 

It is quicker and cheaper 

than you think. 

...and Thank You 

 

 

Become a USPA member for only $35 JOIN HERE 

Special Discounts for Active Military, Full-Time Students, 3-Year and Lifetime Memberships 

USPA is a 501(c) (3), non-prof organization, founded in 1975 as US Radionics Congress.   

https://www.psychotronics.org
https://www.psychotronics.org/archives/
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUvc--gpjwtGdIqS77jXmmomWQv5AS-MMgC?mc_cid=37075e768c&mc_eid=861783be46
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/lib/advertising-and-masterclass-sponsorship.pdf
mailto:uspsychotronics@yahoo.com?subject=Sponsor%20a%20Masterclass
https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-membership/
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Section III - USPA Free Masterclass #34 

10-15-2022 USPA Masterclass # 33: David Oates Presents “Reverse Speech” 

 

Reverse Speech  

Click HERE to Reserve your spot! 
David Oates discovered the phenomenon of reverse speech (RS). This is the theory that regular 

speech contains hidden messages that can only be heard when it is played backwards. It is believed that 

unconscious thoughts, memories, and experiences are embedded in our spoken language, and we can 

reveal these by recording speech and playing it in reverse (Oates, 1991).  

David John Oates  

David John Oats was born in rural Australia on October 30th 1955, the first son of a young 

Methodist minister. It was while running a halfway house for street kids in 1984 that he first heard 

about backward messages in rock and roll, and a new hobby was born – playing tapes backwards. He 

rapidly became obsessed with this new hobby and by 1987, he had developed his theory of Reverse 

Speech. 

Since that time, David has had an active career now spanning 40 years, furthering the field of 

Reverse Speech as his full time occupation. He has developed new theories, and designed therapeutic 

and training techniques. He has published several books on Reverse Speech and has lectured around 

the world to crowds of thousands, and trained hundreds of students.  

In the United States he has appeared on dozens of television programs, including CNNs, Larry 

King Live, Geraldo, Leeza Gibbons, Strange Universe, Extra to name a few. In Australia, he has 

appeared on such shows as, Good Morning Australia, Today Tonight, A Current Affair, and Today. 

His work has also been featured in 100s of papers and well known publications such as The New York 

Times, Harpers Review, Omni magazine and Discover magazine. 

David has been compared to Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell and Nicola Tesla and his 

work described as being of Nobel caliber with far reaching ramifications in such fields as law 

enforcement, business and psychology. 

He is a certified Hypnotherapist and Trainer, and currently attends to his therapy and corporate 

consulting business using reverse speech techniques. David is also an accomplished public speaker, 

maintaining an active international speaking and training schedule as well as a popular guest on many 

international radio and TV programs. 

He currently resides in Adelaide, South Australia. 

 

Section IV - In Case You missed it:  

PMH Atwater “What really happens after we die? Near Death Experiences.”  

This Masterclass focused on the question: What really happens when we die? Is there a light at 

the end of the tunnel? A surprising number of people have died and lived to tell the tale—an estimated 

15 million Americans and 4 to 5 percent of the global population have had a near-death experience.  

The Big Book of Near-Death Experiences is the encyclopedia of this phenomenon, including 

crucial research regarding the experience, its aftereffects, and the implications for all of us who 

someday will shed this mortal coil. This book explores the possibility of the soul, God, other worlds, 

heaven and hell, the afterlife, religion, and the purpose of life.  

P.M.H. Atwater was born in Twin Falls, Idaho, and “died” in Boise, Idaho. Yes, the author of this 

book died- three times to be exact. Since those experiences, she has traveled, studied, spoken and 

written about what happened to her and others when they died.  

Considered an authority on death, near death, and the afterlife, Atwater has written a book that 

gives details and deep insights into what really happens when you die and what it truly means. She also 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUvc--gpjwtGdIqS77jXmmomWQv5AS-MMgC?mc_cid=37075e768c&mc_eid=861783be46
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explores such mysteries as heaven and hell, the souls’ existence after death, the power of prayer, and 

delves into the truths and myths about death that may shed new light on the real truth about life and 

living. Her website is http://www.pmhatwater.com/ 

The PowerPoint from her presentation can be found at PMH Atwater NDA 

 

Section V - Great Lectures Scheduled in our Continuing Master class Series: 

October 15, 2022 Masterclass #34 David Oates presents “Reverse Speech” 

November 12, 2022 Dennis Stilling presents “The Archaeus Project” 

December 11, 2022 Dan Magnum “The Human Aspect of Radionics: Thoughts, Words, and 

Actions 

January 21. 2023 Glen Rein and Annaliese Reid present  “DNA Reprogramming” 

Others in the coming lineup include: John Allocca “Sacred Geometry” and  

  

Section VI – Articles of Interest 

Al’s Alternative Energy Reading Corner 
Here’s a double-header from Al’s Corner. 

 

 

Al's Alternative Energy 

Reading Corner 

 

 

Hi Readers, 
1. If you like stories with UFO's, secret bases, time travel, astrology, 

prophecy, and conspiracy theories, you will love this interview with Sean David 

Morton who is introducing his new book Time Runner. 

 

https://projectcamelotportal.com/2022/08/02/sean-david-morton-august-8th-

prediction-lions-gate-show-today/ 

 

 

2. Jerry Wills is a psychic healer who is known worldwide. He is interviewed by 

an author/reporter about his life and healing powers. 

 

https://jerrywillsshow.com/interview-with-rod-haberer-author-of-healer-the-

jerry-wills-story/ 

 Happy Reading/ Viewing, 

Al Kacperski . 
 

From Beverly Rubik: I am speaking at two more conferences this fall.  
The first, Trinity Health Freedom Expo is held in Tinley Park, Illinois, from October 15-16th. The 

website is https://trinityhealthfreedomexpo.com/ They also host a Virtual Expo next February. My 

topic is “Wireless Communication Radiation: Health Impacts and Practical Solutions.” The Site says” 

The Trinity Health Freedom Expo is more than a convention. We are a team that works year-round 

to defend your right to know and freedom to choose what’s best for you and your family’s well-being. 

We provide the platform for individuals to come together to learn from natural health experts and 

health freedom advocates.” 

http://www.pmhatwater.com/
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/gen/masterclass-33-pmh-powerpoint-near-death-experiences.pdf
https://projectcamelotportal.com/2022/08/02/sean-david-morton-august-8th-prediction-lions-gate-show-today/
https://projectcamelotportal.com/2022/08/02/sean-david-morton-august-8th-prediction-lions-gate-show-today/
https://jerrywillsshow.com/interview-with-rod-haberer-author-of-healer-the-jerry-wills-story/
https://jerrywillsshow.com/interview-with-rod-haberer-author-of-healer-the-jerry-wills-story/
https://trinityhealthfreedomexpo.com/
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 The second one is the Weston A. Price Foundation's 22nd annual conference, held in Knoxville, 

Tennessee, October 21–23, 2022. The website is https://www.wisetraditions.org/. Again, I am speaking 

on 5G and wireless health hazards.  

This annual conference features holistic health and wellness issues, as well as health freedom.    

They offer these reasons to attend:  

 You'll learn how to stay healthy in a toxic world 

 Get clarity on which foods will truly nourish you and your family 

 Explore solutions to your health concerns 

 Be inspired by ancestral dietary wisdom 

 Be a part of a vibrant, growing community 

 Enjoy delicious, traditionally-prepared meals 

 
Accidental EEG Sheds Light on How the Human Brain Dies, by Zoel 

(Editor Note – “Speaking of Near Death Experiences!” Consider the following and then go watch 

PMH Atwater’s Masterclass again. Hmmm...) 

 

(Photo left) EEG readouts reveal important brain activity and 

function, and may explain near death experiences. 
Ever had a near-death experience?  I have. 

Like many in their twenties, my friends and I were 

thrill-seekers.  Rock climbing, cliff jumping, zip lining and 

many other semi-dangerous pursuits filled our days with 

adrenalin-soaked experiences I couldn’t possibly reenact 

today.  Advancing age and improved judgement precludes it 

now. 

But our greatest passion back in the day was white water kayaking.  Blessed with proximity to 

Class II to IV rapids, we rushed into the sport after watching a documentary on a group of expert 

"yakers” running the Dudh Kosi river.  The waterway, originating from the high-altitude areas of 

Mount Everest, offers the steepest sustained angle of descent available on earth. 

We didn’t start our kayaking adventures in Nepal, although we wanted to.  Being fast learners, we 

nonetheless chose a challenging river much, much closer. One that actually served as a practice course 

for United States Olympic kayaking hopefuls and offering Class III to IV rapids. 

After numerous successful runs down the river, navigating four-foot-high standing waves, 

however, disaster struck.  Swamped in a cross-current in the blink of an eye, I found myself upside 

down, underwater and pinned on an enormous boulder.  Submerged and struggling to break free, I 

could barely hear my own garbled screams through the sound of the rushing water.  I can still 

remember the acrid, iron taste of the river water in my mouth. 

After what seemed like an eternity, I not only saw, but relived a series of discreet, personally 

important scenes from my life, in chronological order, spanning from my youth to the life-threatening 

predicament of the moment.  The last thing I remember thinking: What a waste to end up on the 

bottom of a river.  And it was at that exact moment, for no conceivable reason, that I was torn free of 

my trap and returned to the surface via my life jacket.  My friend — a trained firefighter and 

paramedic, had pulled into an eddy, frantically trying to figure out how to help.  Spotting me down 

river, he hollered from a distance, “You were under a long time.  I thought you were gone.”         

Medscape Psychiatry recently reported a case study that may help explain near death experiences 

like mine, and potentially, other phenomena commonly observed by physicians and loved ones caring 

for the dying, as well as experiences described by dying patients, themselves. 

https://www.wisetraditions.org/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/3/10/2084847/-Accidental-EEG-sheds-light-on-how-the-human-brain-dies
https://paddling.com/learn/classification-of-rapids-water-level-and-canoeists
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For the very first time, the brain activity of a dying person has been captured and recorded when 

an 87-year-old man suffered fatal cardiac arrest while undergoing an electroencephalogram (EEG) 

procedure as a part of his treatment for epilepsy following a traumatic brain injury.  The recording 

revealed a brain wave pattern like those seen when memories are activated. 

Although the study, published here in full 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnagi.2022.813531/full 

February 22 in the Frontiers in Aging Neuroscience reports data from a single subject, experts say 

that the recording confirms the likelihood that, as we die, our lives actually may flash before our eyes. 

"The same neurophysiological activity patterns that occur in our brains when we dream, 

remember, meditate, concentrate — these same patterns also appear just before we die," study 

investigator Ajmal Zemmar, MD, PhD, assistant professor of neurosurgery at the University of 

Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky, told Medscape Medical News. 

The minute long EEG recording, captured at the exact point when blood flow to the brain stopped, 

revealed a noticeable increase in gamma oscillations, brain waves produced by higher cognitive 

functions, such as conscious perception and memory flashbacks. 

Researchers also noted changes in alpha, theta, delta, and beta wave activity just prior to and after 

the cardiac arrest, and that changes in one type of wave seemed to have induced changes in other 

waves. That coordinated rhythm suggests that the recording reveals 

more than simply neurons firing as they die. 

Although the data was obtained in 2016, the researchers 

purposely delayed publishing it, hoping to locate similar recordings in 

other individuals in order to corroborate the findings. That their 5-year 

search yielded no results illustrates just how difficult a study like this 

is to conduct, Zemmar noted. 

"We're trying to figure out how to do this in a predictable way but 

obtaining datasets like this is going to be challenging," he said. 

Although Zemmar didn’t locate any other recordings of activity in 

the dying brains of other human patients, he did find a similar 

study conducted in 2013 that used laboratory rats hooked up to EEGs 

and subjected to experimentally-induced cardiac arrest. 
Laboratory rat wearing an EEG device. 

As observed in the current research, investigators in the rat study reported a surge of brain activity 

in rats just before and immediately after the cardiac event.  And, as in the current case study, similar 

changes in both the high- and low-frequency brain waves were also documented. 

Commenting on the new study for Medscape Medical News, George Mashour, MD, PhD, 

professor and chair of anesthesiology and professor of neurosurgery and pharmacology at the 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, said "There was a surge of higher-frequency activity and there 

was coherence across different parts of the brain."  He added, "That suggests that what we found in the 

rigorous controlled setting of a laboratory actually translates to humans who are undergoing the 

clinical process of dying." 

What remains unclear is whether this brain activity explains the near-death experiences described 

in the literature, which include "life recall" of memories, Mashour said. 

"This higher frequency surge that's happening around the time of death, is that correlated with 

experiencing something like this near-death experience? Or is it just a neural feature that can just as 

easily happen in an unconscious brain?" he asked. 

With amazing scientists and cutting-edge technological advances, we may soon have those 

answers. 

 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnagi.2022.813531/full
https://www.pnas.org/content/110/35/14432
https://www.pnas.org/content/110/35/14432
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After 20 years of believing it was done, researchers announce complete sequence of the human 

genome. By Rebekah Sager 

Monday April 04, 2022 · 11:19 AM EDT 

 

(Photo Right Nobel Prize laureate James D. Watson) 
A group of researchers announced on Mar. 31 that 

they’ve finally sequenced a complete human genome—

essentially finishing a how-to manual on human life—work 

that was believed to have been concluded in 2003.  

According to the journal Science, (Full article here: 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abj6987) 

two decades ago, scientists with the Human Genome Project 

believed their work was concluded, but what they discovered was that 8% of the genome sequencing 

was, in fact, “unfinished.”  

"Some of the genes that make us uniquely human were actually in this 'dark matter of the genome' 

and they were totally missed," Evan Eichler, a University of Washington researcher said, according to 

CBS News. "It took 20-plus years, but we finally got it done." 

As The Washington Post explains, the remaining 8% was a mystery unsolved mostly because the 

technology at the time simply wasn't up to the task. “Ever since we had the first draft human genome 

sequence, determining the exact sequence of complex genomic regions has been challenging,” Eichler, 

co-chair of the Telomere-to-Telomere (T2T) consortium of scientists who conducted the most recent 

research, said in a news release. “The complete blueprint is going to revolutionize the way we think 

about human genomic variation, disease, and evolution.” 

Eichler told the Associated Press that scientists used to believe that human DNA contained a 

certain amount of “junk,” but he says he never shared that belief. “Some of us always believed there 

was gold in those hills,” he told AP.  

Mapping the full human genome was never a small job. To put the project’s scope into 

perspective, AP explains the vastness of the undertaking like this:  

“The human genome is made up of about 3.1 billion DNA subunits, pairs of chemical bases 

known by the letters A, C, G, and T. Genes are strings of these lettered pairs that contain instructions 

for making proteins, the building blocks of life. Humans have about 30,000 genes, organized in 23 

groups called chromosomes that are found in the nucleus of every cell.” 

Karen Miga, a University of California at Santa Cruz geneticist, told the Post that this latest 

discovery will help to explain how genes work for all species—not just humans. “There are these 

incredibly large and persisting gaps that have been in our genome for decades and they represent really 

important parts of our genome. If we didn’t have these regions, we wouldn’t have life as we know it,” 

Miga said. 

This completed chart will ultimately give researchers a better insight into how humans age, how to 

better understand and treat illnesses such as heart disease and cancer, and revolutionize “fields of 

science, including microbiology, virology, infectious disease, and plant biology,” according to the 

journal Biomedical Central.  

"In the future, when someone has their genome sequenced, we will be able to identify all of the 

variants in their DNA and use that information to better guide their health care,” T2T consortium co-

chair Adam Phillippy said in a statement from National Health Human Genome Research 

Institute.  “Truly finishing the human genome sequence was like putting on a new pair of glasses. Now 

that we can clearly see everything, we are one step closer to understanding what it all means.” 

 

 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/4/4/2089522/-Researchers-announce-the-final-complete-sequencing-of-the-human-genome
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/4/4/2089522/-Researchers-announce-the-final-complete-sequencing-of-the-human-genome
https://www.dailykos.com/users/rebekah%20sager
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abj6987
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abj6987
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/genome-human-sequencing-project-finished-decoded/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/genome-human-sequencing-project-finished-decoded/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/science/2022/03/31/human-genome-complete/
https://www.genome.gov/news/news-release/researchers-generate-the-first-complete-gapless-sequence-of-a-human-genome
https://apnews.com/article/science-health-genetics-4d2fba43b7b72ce67fa86b753dd77b42
https://apnews.com/article/science-health-genetics-4d2fba43b7b72ce67fa86b753dd77b42
https://genomemedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/gm483
https://genomemedicine.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/gm483
https://www.genome.gov/news/news-release/researchers-generate-the-first-complete-gapless-sequence-of-a-human-genome
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Seeking Millionaire Sponsor  

USPA is beginning a search for a lifetime patron of the organization, one who will help establish a 

small permanent library site. USPA has thousands of books in storage, currently under the care of John 

Reed.  

He has scanned many of them to PDF to guard against the loss of their information, but in the 

interest of guarding the digital information against loss, a permanent safe place is needed for the 

physical books and materials.  

This would require the gift of a small building, and the funding of a stipend for a part time 

secretary as well as utilities and upkeep of the building. It is a big dream, but somewhere there must be 

someone who can help! Contact Scott at uspsychotronics@yahoo.com 

 

Masterclass Sponsor Drive 

To sponsor a Masterclass, please contact Scott Beutlich, secretary/treasurer HERE 

Sponsorship Tiers: Benefits: 

“Wild Pendulum” 

Patron 

Donation of 

$100 

 Sponsorship Leader:  1 minute advertisement when master class starts   

 Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with 

company PR if this is a company. Or – "with thanks to..." if it is an 

individual or family. 

 Mentioned in one email sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass 

 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter 

“9-49 Vitalizer” 

Patron 

[9-49 is the radionic 

rate for General 

Vitality!] 

Donation of 

$200 

 Sponsorship Leader:  2 minute advertisement when master class starts   

 Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with 

company PR if this is a company. Or – “with thanks to...” Mention 

in two emails sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass 

 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter 

“Free Energy” 

Patron 

Donation of 

$300 

 Sponsorship Leader:  3 minute advertisement when master class starts   

 Mentioned in the Chat column (visible during the Zoom) with 

company PR if this is a company. Or – "with thanks to..." if it is an 

individual or family. 

 Mention in two emails sent out prior to the sponsored Masterclass 

 Ongoing listing on the Donor Page of the Monthly Newsletter 

 

 

Masterclass # 33: Chat from the PMH Zoom Presentation of September, 2022:  

“The Near Death Experience” 

Time Viewer Comment from PMH Atwater Masterclass #33 

0:24:25 Vivek M: Yaaaay Janet!!!! 

0:29:00 Gema: PMH Atwater and her Work are truly amazing 

0:32:48 Gema: I've had 2 NDEs and her Work has helped me so much... beyond Grateful to have found her. 

0:40:10 Eileen B: QUESTION:  Can you have a “Near Death Experience” without knowing you are near death ie. 
a transcendent event that happened during a Regression Session. 

0:41:23 USPA QUESTIONS WILL COME AT THE END OF THE PRESENTATION…Thanks 

0:52:30 Armin S: PHH, you are awesome.. You made me aware, or confirmed the many blessings I received 
from several NDEs and years of trauma. Including many of my "cannot be possible" brief 
thoughts over the years have become reality. Unfortunately, also the present unraveling of 
wellness. Thank most heartily. 

mailto:uspsychotronics@yahoo.com
mailto:uspsychotronics@yahoo.com?subject=Masterclass%20Sponsorship
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0:58:44 Eileen B: Hmmm. Early Childhood Developmental PTSD (before the age of 5)  Near Death experiences 
might account for what is still today dismissed as “Disassociation.” 

0:58:57 Eileen B: What is the name of that book ????? 

0:59:18 Paul S: Forever Angels 

1:00:25 Daniel T: http://pmhatwater.com/ 

1:02:22 Eileen B: ELECTRO SENSITIVE!!! 

1:03:25 USPA there it is Eileen 

1:06:24 Joshua 
G: 

It strikes me that many of the items on this list also seems relevant for people who have 
attained higher levels of consciousness vs. just people who have had NDEs. Perhaps it's simply 
all connected! 

1:10:19 USPA Remeber this talk will be available for view Sunday Night  ..in members only area 
Psychotronics.org   Also for Sale in the USPA Shop 

1:11:01 USPA Please support todays Sponsors Celia Coates and Janet Amare 

1:11:21 Gema: the "after-effects" of NDE's she's describing are uncannily true 

1:12:39 Douglas 
M: I had an physical accident as a child when I left my body. The list of effects sounds right to me. 

1:13:23 Gema: yes.... colloidal... and we have created strong quantum entanglement bonds with "the Other 
Side" 

1:16:40 USPA Please continue to support USPA (Non-Profit) by Joining USPA at psychotronics.org or if you 
are a member, remember to renewing your membership.  Also donations or sponsorship help 
us keep these Great Mastersclasses moving forward!!! 

1:26:16 Eileen B: QUESTION:  I wonder if NDE’s experience the Cassandra Complex phenomenon which is a 
person whose valid warnings or concerns are disbelieved by others. 

1:32:00 Douglas 
M: 

I have experienced that people are very influenced by what I say. I learned that I must be very 
careful to triple check my facts before I disseminate info, both 1 on 1, and to groups. I have 
some sort of super magnetism that affects both people and even animals... It makes me try to 
be super careful to honor that trust... 

1:32:08 Eileen B: QUESTION:  For NDErs Where can I find info that explains this phenomenon, SCIENTIFICALLY  
… to mainstream doctors. 

1:33:59 Eileen B: HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!!!!! 

1:34:13 Douglas 
M: yay for the 85yo youngster :-) 

1:34:18 Tina C: Happy birthdaY1 

1:34:32 Gema: Happy Birthday, PMH :~) 

1:34:41 Felicity 
A: Happy birthday for Monday PMH! Make a wish 💫 

1:34:43 Aud 
Marit E: Happy birthday PMH 😁 

1:35:50 Gema: that would be me.... my first NDE was at age 6, and less than a year later, I had a close 
encounter with a UFO in 1979 in Barcelona, Spain 

1:36:14 Douglas 
M: the alien experience was physical rather than out of body...jfyi 

1:36:21 Colleen 
P: Happy birthday!!! You are fabulous! I’m buying your books💕💕I died too 

1:38:14 Eileen B: QUESTION:  WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE AND SPIRITUAL 
TRANSFORMATION?  ANY COMMON DENOMINATORS? 

1:38:23 Ann R: Fascinating!! 

1:39:24 Aud 
Marit E: Norway! 
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1:39:45 Anna K: Happy Birthday, PMH and thank you for your work, especially for the aftereffects! It helps, 
especially if one does not have a memory of NDE. 

1:40:18 bo kim: Happy birthday! 🌈 

1:40:40 damian 
r: Can I ask a question verbally??? 

1:41:09 John B: Thank you and Happy Birthday! 

1:41:26 USPA yes damian… i will unmute you when ready 

1:41:43 Joshua 
G: Will this presentation be available for us to download? Or will it be sent over email? 

1:42:42 USPA If you BUY the video in our Shop it is downloadable 

1:43:01 USPA Members can view replays of over 120 videos online 

1:43:18 Aud 
Marit E: 

About 20 years ago PMH helped me understand a hellish nde I had when I was 18 in 1968. I 
am forever thankful!! 

1:47:33 Sky 
David: 

With a life time of working in health care I have observed spontaneous remission on rare 
occasions, a man with ALS completely had neural regeneration in one week after coming out 
of a deep coma! 

1:48:30 Douglas 
M: 

my iq was 167 and standardized school test showed 99 percentile to college level while I was 
in elementary school... your info is possibly helping me understand how this boost occured... 

1:48:55 Douglas 
M: thank you 

1:49:05 Eileen B: QUESTION:  Nervous.  Have you ever heard of a person who has a dear friend who just died … 
and leaves a very static message on a telephone?  Seriously. Happened many years ago. 

1:55:29 USPA contact us at USPA if you have suggestions or question. maybe you want to be a sponsor or 
send in a donations   contact@psychotronics.org 

1:55:30 Bob S: After I was thrown through the rear window of my car at 65 mph, after I awoke, my first 
thought was, "Damn I didn't have a near death experience!" 

1:56:01 Gema: I arrived without a pulse at a hospital at age 6 after my mother's boyfriend tried to sedate me 
and accidentally OD'd me.  When I was 17, I was in a car accident in which I was in the front 
passenger seat without a seatbelt (yeah, I know) and I went through the windshield.  Doctors 
said I would need spinal surgery, but a couple of weeks later, I healed completely and doctors 
were baffled.  Also, I tore my ACL really badly in 2005 along with my meniscus, MCL... my 
knee and connecting bones were shattered, and I was told I would probably need to walk with 
a cane for the rest of my life.... but I healed Miraculously, and don't use a cane, I run, jump... 
everything. And doctors are once again baffled. 

1:57:41 Tina C: Could someone have a NDE as a blue baby in the womb? 

1:58:16 Eileen B: Maybe NDE's are not so rare afterall! 

1:58:54 Douglas 
M: 

Gema, your report is very encouraging to me, it confirms my belief that the spiritual is 
stronger and far more real than the physical :-) 

1:59:21 Anna K: Yes, mind over matter! 

2:00:20 Gema: Thank you, Douglas. You, as well. And yes... the metaphysical is more real than the material. 

2:02:32 Eileen B: I wonder now about MYTHOLOGY … and NDE. 

2:03:54 Eileen B: Damian, thank you too!! 

2:03:59 Gema: thank you everyone, and a special thank you to the host and PMH 

2:04:07 Eileen B: wow! 
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Section VII – Come to the Website – Visit the Ever-changing USPA Library 

The new USPA Library tab is the place to go for 

Newsletters, (new and old), donations of articles, 

PowerPoint presentations by our Masterclass Speakers, 

The Toby Grots Collection, pdf lists of audio and videos 

available in the store, and much more.  

 

The Library Lion: John Reed  

The backbone of this work is John Reed, USPA’s 

Master Librarian, (former Newsletter Editor and Current 

Board Member.) John is adding out of print, open 

copyright books to the library for anyone to download.  

John is hoping a Publications Packrat like him will 

have what is missing. He is creating a digital library by 

scanning every out of print book, series of newsletters and magazine articles that he can lay his hands 

on relevant to psychotronics, radionics and sister fields. As his database grows, he will share updates 

via this newsletter and our website.  

John NEEDS the following:  

Missing Newsletters of USPA Chapters 

If you have copies of any USPA chapter newsletters, please write to the USPA Librarian and 

Archivist, John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com. If you have issues of chapter newsletters, but wish to 

keep them, please make a xerox copy, scan, and send it to John at the above email address. If you wish 

to have the physical copies preserved in the USPA 

Library, please let John know, so that shipping 

arrangements can be made. All shipping costs will 

be paid for by the USPA Librarian.  

 

“Our Library is Your library!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.psychotronics.org/library/
https://www.psychotronics.org/library/
mailto:joreed43@gmail.com
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Section VIII - USPA Publications: Proceedings and Journals are Digitized and in the Shop!! 

. 

Quick Background of our Proceedings Evolution 

Since its first meeting in 1975, hundreds of top scientists, educators and researchers have made 

presentations at USPAs annual 

conferences. They are from the leading 

edges of their fields, especially regarding 

the phenomena of Mind-Body connection, 

energy and emerging technologies. The 

first audio recordings were made in 1978. 

Then, in 1985, USPA produced a 

perfect-bound Proceedings book for its 

tenth conference. The proceedings went 

through quite an evolution, much like our 

audio and video presentations. In 2010 

they went through a “final” stage and the 

proceedings are now produced as pdf 

documents. 

6 USPA Journals and 18 out of 19 

Proceedings are now available for 

purchase.  

 

The 6 USPA Journals and 18 of our 19 

Annual Proceedings can be purchased in pdf 

format from our webstore at:  

https://www.psychotronics.org/product-

category/uspa-publications-journals-

proceedings/ 

All USPA publications are copyright 

protected and are property of the USPA. 

They may not be reprinted without 

permission of the Board of USPA.  

You can download the Tables of 

contents for the Proceedings here: 

https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/pro/all-

uspa-conference-proceedings-toc.pdf 

 and the table of contents for the 

Journals here 

https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/j/six-

journals-tables-of-contents.pdf Shop Here! 

 

 

Each month, the Newsletter will feature 

the table of contents of one of the USPA 

Conference proceedings.  

 

 

 

https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-publications-journals-proceedings/
https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-publications-journals-proceedings/
https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-publications-journals-proceedings/
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/pro/all-uspa-conference-proceedings-toc.pdf
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/pro/all-uspa-conference-proceedings-toc.pdf
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/j/six-journals-tables-of-contents.pdf
https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/j/six-journals-tables-of-contents.pdf
https://www.psychotronics.org/shop/
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This month: Featuring 1997 USPA Proceedings 

1997 Table of Contents   

“Electromagnetism & Spontaneous Healing Of HIV”   

     by Robert C. Beck  1 

“Lightning"(The Pulse Of Life)”   

     by Eldon Byrd  10 

“The Legacy Of Marcel Vogel"   

     by Ronald Carson 22 

“Creativity & Well-Being Enhancement By Using Computers And Pictures"    

     by Robert Foulkrod 35 

“Bio-Information And The Puzzle Of Healing"     

     by Dr. Richard Gerber  55 

“The Importance Of Intent & Intuition To Energy Work"      

     by Dawn Stranges & Lutie Larsen  60 

“The Good Vibes Healing Home”   

     by Dawn Stranges 69 

"Holy Grid, Holy Grail"   

     by Mary Hardy  76 

"Decoding Vibratory Harmonic Music From Meridian Angles"   

     by Barbara Hero 81 

“Clinical Parapsychology And The Nature Of Reality"   

     by Jon Klimo 100 

“The Sacred Geometry Of The Vibrational Medicine Cards"    

     by Rowena Kryder 116 

“Triune-Action-Unification Through Spirit, Mind & Matter”    

     by Henry Monteith 151 

“The Cosmic Continuum Of Scalars”    

     by Andrew Michrowski 168 

"Human Metamorphosis Process Hyper-Link"    

     by Marilyn Pequignot 180 

"Hyper-Link Workshop”    

     by Marilyn Pequignot 184 

“Engineering With Light, Life, And Love”   

     by Dale Pond 191 

"Vibrational Medicine: Healing With Music And Psycho- Acoustic Energy"   

     by Glen Rein & Steven Angel  199 

"Future Science-- ADHD, Criminology, Autism, Eating Disorders, And Obesity."    

     by Edward Rosenbluh 202 

“Beyond Rife Aand Lakhovsky”   

     by Ed Skilling  246 

“Meditation Today: Science and Shortcuts”   

     by Thomas Valone 252 

1998 USPA Conference Video/Audio &Workshop Tape List   260 

 
(Yeah, you get all that in one Publication! Order 1994 Proceedings HERE ) 

 

https://www.psychotronics.org/shop/uspa-1994-conference-proceedings/
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 Section IX “Members Only” Perk: over 130 presentations for free online viewing. 

One big advantage to being a member of USPA is the Members Only page of our website. 

We have over 90 presentations FREE for viewing by USPA members. If you are not a member 

yet, you can ‘fix’ that in just a few minutes at https://www.psychotronics.org/join/  

The full list is getting unwieldy, so from now on there will be an update list of total offerings and the 

latest additions. Once a month the full list will be posted in the website Library, as a PDF link 

 

THE USPA STORE  

UPDATE 

  MEMBERS’ ONLY AREA 

Conference Videos 431 Masterclass Videos; Yes, We’re on # 29, but 

we’ve had four  ‘double headers’ 

35 

Conference Audios 153 Classic USPA Videos 1980s 25 

Masterclass Videos 34 USPA Conference Videos 1990s 22 

Conference Proceedings 18 USPA Conference Videos 2000s 15 

Conference Journals 6 Bonus Videos 10 

Total Items in the store 643 USPA Conference Audio Recordings  27 

  PowerPoints 4 

  Monarch Butterfly Dowsing Kit 1 

  Marina Kostina’s Interview of Ed Kelly 1 

   USPA Subtle Energy Workshop pdf 1 

   Link to the Toby Grotz Collection 1 

   PDF of Ellen Kamhi Masterclass 1 

   Total Items in Member’s Only 143 

 

NOTE: If you are a member: Take a peek at the New Members Tab – So Easy to navigate now.   

MEMBERS ONLY  (OR...Join now HERE JOINING USPA IS NOW EASIER TOO: All the 

Categories are now click through – Join online! Nothing to download, fill in or mail!)  

 

Section X - What Are Others Up To? They are wondering What YOU want to do! 

USPA sent out a survey July 24
th

 asking about everyone’s preferences regarding an in-person 

conference.  We can’t publish the results of the survey just yet. As of this newsletter printing, out of 

2,458 that we sent the survey to, only 57 people actually answered it! 

Please, check your inbox, trash or spambox for the USPA July 24
th

 email with subject line “We’d 

Love Your Feedback.” It is only 15 multiple choice questions. It would take you less than five 

minutes to respond.  

We really need to know if people are interested in coming to an in-person conference. It takes 

massive amounts of time and LOTS of money to present a conference. We can’t even think of doing it 

if we won’t have enough people who want to come.  

Meantime, thanks and double thanks to those who have already responded!  

If you did not get the email, contact us here I WANT THE SURVEY and it will be sent to you 

personally! 

 

Section XI - Editor’s Feedback Nook:  

Good News. That's what I want to Publish 

PLEASE, tell me if you - or any other scientist, inventor, creator, theorist or windmill chaser you 

know - has had any great breakthroughs, even little breakthroughs. 

I want to know about lectures, honors, prizes, contest wins, trips taken or in the works.  

 

https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
https://www.psychotronics.org/uspa-members-only-home-page/classic-uspa-videos-1980s/
https://www.psychotronics.org/uspa-members-only-home-page/uspa-conference-videos-2000s/
https://www.psychotronics.org/signin/?r=11780&wcm_redirect_to=page&wcm_redirect_id=11780
https://www.psychotronics.org/product-category/uspa-membership/
mailto:gailinvermont@outlook.com?subject=I%20want%20the%20survey
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Let me know of recent collaborations, new laboratories, restored laboratories, books or articles 

published. Tell me how a book changed your life. Write a few sentences about a great conference you 

attended. Here’s the place where you can crow about your accomplishments or give praise for someone 

you think deserves the limelight. Email gailinvermont@outlook.com. Title your email “Good News.” 

 

Thanks to our Growing list of Masterclass Sponsors! 

 

 

The Newsletter Editor 
Always Welcomes 
Your Comments: 

Click Gail 
 

Masterclass Sponsored: Our Sponsor: Tier 

Glen Rein - "The Role of Longitudinal Scalar 

Energy; Bio-Energy in the Healing Process." 

Essentia, at  

https://www.essentia.ca/ 

Free Energy 

Patron  

Dan Davidson – “Shape Power, Second 

Edition” 

Don Paris and Ione Selke  

https://livingfromvision.com/ 

Free Energy 

Patron  

John Allocca-  “BrainicityTM Brain Biofield 

Enhancement” 

Anonymous member of USPA and 

Darren Starwynn 

https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/  

 9-49 Patron **   

 

9-49 Patron  

Dan Winter- “Plasma Vortex Physics of 

Consciousness and Negentropy” 

Darren Starwynn 

https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/ 

9-49 Patron  

Duncan Laurie- “ Exploring The Potential of 

Radionics in Art & Music—Quantec’s 

Discoveries in Germany and the Experiments 

at Dragonline Studios” 

Brent of 

https://www.museumoftarot.com/ 

Ellen Kamhi – The Natural Nurse 

https://www.naturalnurse.com/ 

Free Energy 

Patron  

Pendulum 

Power Patron 

E. Kelly, G. Kuepper, M. Lucas and D. 

Taylor- “A Radionic Round Table and Q & 

A” 

Marty Lucas of  https://radionics.us/ 

Ed Kelly of 

http://www.kellyresearchtech.com/ 

 

9-49 Patrons 

Al Rohde and Al Kacperski: Personal 

Experiences with Preston Nichols and Guy 

Obolelnsky 

Samm Simpson, Author of Honoring 

My Father and Mother 

http://thebp.site/222814 

Wild Pendulum 

Patron 

Ellen Kamhi: Pineal Stimulation for Higher 

Health and Consciousness 

Richard Cerone, generous member of 

USPA 

Wild Pendulum 

Patron 

Jerry Gin Science, Subtle Energies and 

Spirituality: A Path to I AM 

Linda Easthouse 

https://lindaeasthouse.com/ 

9-49 Patron 

PMH Atwater: The Near Death 

Experience 

Celia Coates 

https://winnpost.org/    

Janet Amare 

https://www.janetamare.com/ 

Free Energy 

Patron 

9-49 Patron 

mailto:gailinvermont@outlook.com
mailto:gailinvermont@outlook.com?subject=USPA%20Newsletter%20Comment
https://www.essentia.ca/
https://livingfromvision.com/
https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/
https://lightworkerministry.com/2022-2/
https://www.museumoftarot.com/
https://www.naturalnurse.com/
https://radionics.us/
http://www.kellyresearchtech.com/
http://thebp.site/222814
https://psychotronics.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c217cf11c91d49022d8da200c&id=04173ed1e5&e=861783be46
https://psychotronics.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c217cf11c91d49022d8da200c&id=8b589d6f84&e=861783be46
https://psychotronics.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c217cf11c91d49022d8da200c&id=88ab3cb857&e=861783be46
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Section XII - The Basics 

Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Ruggles, 2088 Maple Ridge Road, Newark, VT 05871. 

Email gailinvermont@outlook.com Phone: 802-535-5173. After August 1, 2020, please address all 

newsletter inquiries to Gail.  
 

For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich, the secretary / 

treasurer of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com 
 

Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the 12th of each month to 

gailinvermont@outlook.com for review for possible publication in the next month’s newsletter. The 

Board of Directors reviews all editorial decisions. 
 

Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related topics at USPA’s website 

at http://psychotronics.org . Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/ 

 

Back Issues of our Newsletters are available in the USPA website library. Or Click Here 

Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves the right to post copies 

of the USPA Newsletter on its website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let Them Debate! 

Our Officers and Board Members: 

President Jon Klimo Ph.D. Board Member Alan Kacperski 

VP - Scientific Outreach Beverly Rubik Ph.D. Board Member Glen Rein Ph.D. 

Secretary / Treasurer Scott Beutlich Board Member John Reed M.D. 

Executive Secretary Daniel Taylor Board Member Daniel Taylor 

Speaker Coordinator Glen Rein Ph.D. Board Member Ann Michels 

  Board Member Beverly Rubik Ph.D. 

What is USPA? 
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a federally recognized, nonprofit 501(c)(3) 

organization founded in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of 

esoteric, spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.  

The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has featured 

countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any interested 

persons to openly discuss their work. 

What is Psychotronics? 
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an interdisciplinary 

science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. 

Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the mind, 

brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term “psychotronics.” A 

true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual as well as the technical. USPA provides an 

opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the professionals. USPA stresses 

research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than personal experience and 

unsupported hypotheses. 

 

mailto:gailinvermont@outlook.com
mailto:uspsychotronics@gmail.com
mailto:gailinvermont@outlook.com
http://psychotronics.org/
https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
https://www.psychotronics.org/archives/
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Section XIII - Our Donors  

USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page 

The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who have made 

generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association in past years.  

 This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each issue of the 

USPA Journal & Newsletter, and new names will be added as donations are received. 

Donors 2022 
Anne Halliwell 

Every Advantage Ag 

Kevin Kossi 

Kizito Muliro 

Richard Cerrone 

Duncan Laurie 

Marty Lucas 

Michelle Dietze  

PMH Atwater  

Society of Radinica 

Donors 2021 
Alexander S. C. Rower 

Anais Star 

Clyde List 

Daniel Taylor 

Elizabeth Porter 

George Alder II 

John Reed 

John Rhee 

Marty Lucas (Every Advantage Ag) 

Mathijs Boogard (Netherlands) 

Michael Leger (aetherea LLC) 

Michael Vincent 

Nuzhat Haneef  

PMH Atwater 

Toby Grotz (RGS, LLC) 
  

To make a tax deductible donation to the United States Psychotronics Association 

(USPA) online:  Please go to the USPA Donations Page  

and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.  

 

If you wish to make a donation by check, please make your check payable to USPA 

USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,  

525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014 

~ With Our Continued Thanks!  ~ 

https://www.psychotronics.org/donors/
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Section XV Classified Ad Section –  

Personal Ads: If you have any “psychotronic related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines, 

etc.) we charge 20 cents per word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per 

whole page.  Your paid ad will run in the next three issues of the newsletter. 

If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will advertise for 

you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours. 

If you would like to publicize a for-profit event, or a business USPA charges reasonable ad 

rates. Link to the ad rates is posted on our Donate page of the website, or CLICK HERE 

Please Note: USPA is not responsible for the content or condition of items sold from this 

newsletter by any private person or company, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of 

presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA cannot 

recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board of directors or 

officers. 

Section XV – J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available! 

Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in 

psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989. 

All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been 

reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a fraction 

of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.  

So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their 

collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each online. 

However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All are:  

Available at Amazon.com 

 

The Handbook of Unusual Energies: 

Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual 

Energies 

ISBN-10:    

      1543024998 

ISBN-13:  

    978-1543024999 

The first book of 

three volumes on 

unusual energies 

 

468 

Pages  

Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers 

in subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal 

transduction, and related subjects.  

These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic  energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's orgone 

energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's transmission of 

energy, and related research done by many others.  

Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses 

in depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte 

and other prominent people in the radionics field.   

Collected Properties & 

Writings of J. G. 

Gallimore: Volume 2   

ISBN-10:  

   1543025048 

ISBN-13:  

   978-1543025040 

The second book 

of three volumes on 

unusual energies 

258 

Pages 

This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers 

Gallimore’s research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics, 

psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.  

In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic 

Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical 

diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is 

provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research 

https://www.psychotronics.org/pub/lib/advertising-and-masterclass-sponsorship.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=J.G.+Gallimore&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss
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Relationship Between 

Parapsychology and 

Gravity: Volume 3   

 

ISBN-10:  

    1543024947 

ISBN-13:  

    978-1543024944 

The third book of 

three volumes on 

unusual energies 

228 

Pages 

This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of 

parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and 

similar phenomena can physically occur.  

He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the 

ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force," 

Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He 

shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.  

He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that 

could potentially be used to harness or control these energies. 

Transverse Paraphysics: The New 

Science of Space, Time, and Gravity 

Control 

ISBN-10:  

     1543024920 

ISBN-13:  

     978-1543024920 

 374 

Pages 

This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about anti-

gravity, space, time, and biophysics. He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, 

and new discoveries in each of these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity 

and then discusses anti-gravity patents that have been obtained.  

He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living 

things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles. 

Unified Field Theory Research Book: 

Using Subjective Response to Psi-

Plasma for Analysis of Properties 

Neutral Charge Plasma Fields 

ISBN-10:  

     1543024831 

ISBN-13:  

     978-1543024838 

 134 

Pages  

This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma 

fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and 

non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies, 

which may enhance health or harm health.  

The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the 

odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high 

frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar 

methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all 

inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification. 

  


